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CJMC Admission Team sent link for joining Viva-voce on 16/9/21 to only those candidates who got

more than 40% marks in MCQ test held on 13/9/21. This link excluded those eligible candidates whose

interviews were slated for 15/9/21. Those who did not join the viva-voce from their official mail ID or

phone number (put in the application form) along with their names as  mentioned in their application

forms could not be allowed as per the instruction in  the admission brochure.

If anyone, who has not received link for 16/9/21 ( last date  of Viva-voce ) till last night (15/9/21) but

can provide proof subject to conditions below may write back  with proof  within 3.30pm today

(16/9/21) to the mail cjmcadmissiontest2021@gmail.com.

Subject to conditions below (mentioned in our notice dated 12/9/21)

1." the candidate has to return the answer sheet as document file by return mail ( to the mail address from
which question would be sent) by 12.05 PM [ after MCQ online test which ended on 13/9/21]. In case
there is delay of more than five minutes( i.e. beyond 12.05 PM) the candidature will not be considered."

2. Only in case of any candidate, who offers online proof of the delay due to network problem, the return
mail will be accepted up to 12.15 PM, provided it is sent from the official mail id (i.e. the id which is in
the application).

CJMC took utmost care in sending links of interview for today. If CJMC receives any such query from
official mail of any candidate latest by 3.30 pm today  with proof as per conditions, will look into matter
and send link to eligible candidates ( satisfying the above conditions).

No more communication will be entertained by CJMC after 3.30 pm today.

S/D

In-Charge, CJMC


